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THE POSEIDON PROJECT
Clean-up and revitalization of the ocean floor –
Regenerating the Gulf of Mexico
April 20, 2010.
It was one of the darkest days in the history of the ocean. The Deepwater Horizon disaster. In four months it will be
the 10th Anniversary of this terrible catastrophe. Everybody knows about the oil-spill that brought not just the
demise of 11 people, but the entire ecosystem of the Gulf of Mexico.
Our team knows very well the History of this catastrophic event, after all -- we were there, boots in the water, ready
to begin remediation. Our temporarily hydrophobic solution was offered to the powers that be, then our services
were not procured because allegedly, according to the alleged experts -- we were not prepared then. We realized
this later, when the Corexit product was chosen as a dispersant and so-called solution for the problem. Tragically this
dispersant caused another disaster. It’s a known fact that a significant volume of oil lays on the ocean floor and is
poisoning the ecosystem continuously.
As a fresh study says, 10 million gallons of oil still exists on the bottom of the ocean. The oil is toxic and highly acidic
and does not support any form of life. It's not only scientists, but the general population who knows about the
problem of the acidification in the ocean. The degradation of life by means of acidification is linked to extinction.
Acidification is silently one of the major underlying generators of the problems.
In the last several years, we studied the procedures and cycles in the ecosystem, dedicated our time and energy to
finding the ultimate solution, and thus perfected our technologies.
We combined two groundbreaking technologies, an organic enzyme and a bioremediation powder formula and
formed a solution, that will not just clean-up, absorb the oil-sediment on the ocean floor, on more than 2000
square miles, but regenerate the bottom of the ocean, and the aquatic environment from the bottom to the top.
Our solution is scientifically proven, the logical approach is also understandable and acceptable. With a qualified
partner, and organization and support, we can take actions immediately, solving the unsolvable.

Possible benefits and effects of the Poseidon Project:
- absorb and cleanup oil-sediment, toxins and bacteria while regenerating the aquatic environment
-eliminating acidic status of the ocean floor and continuing in the water body and on the surface
-revitalizing the water with essential calcium and oxygen, creating healthy PH-balance in the ocean
-stop coral disease and revive coral reef
- support, feed and optimize the operation of photosynthesizing plant-like organisms, phytoplankton
--optimize their operation in absorbing CO2 and transforming it into O2. More CO2 absorbed, more O2 released
- flourishing deep-water and ocean vegetation, life conditions
- major contribution to combat global warming
- additionally, through the formula detoxification and antibacterial properties, it provides great support against DeadZone in GOM, that formats in every Summer in GOM cause of nutrients, industrial and municipal wastewater,
agricultural runoff through Mississippi River and other streams.
Visit our website to get more details and scientific approaches regarding The Poseidon-Project
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